fact sheet

Solutions for Microsoft Office 365
Customized solutions to cost-effectively incorporate best practices for Office 365 environments
Leverage a best in class expertise for designing or operating your Office 365 workflows
Cost effectively manage part or your entire Office 365 workflow with a custom designed solution
Train your team to make the most of Office 365 licenses to stay productive and in control of your workflow
Experience full support by a trusted, experienced Project Management team

By the Numbers

14+

Data Centers
Worldwide

Companies and law firms around the world are discovering and integrating the power of Microsoft Office
365 eDiscovery and Advanced eDiscovery into their workflows. This evolution isn’t without its challenges:
from challenges training team members on new tool sets to overcoming speed and scalability issues.
Consilio has been working side-by-side with clients integrating best practices, training and a customdesigned support options with their O365-driven workflows.

7,000+

More Cost-Effective, Efficient Approach to eDiscovery in Office 365

Hosted Globally

Consilio offers a powerful options to legal teams seeking to better manage their Office 365 workflows:

65+

•

Matters Currently

custom designed eDiscovery solution providing continual or on-demand scalability, security and

Terabytes of data

efficiency at a predictable monthly cost.

processed per month

100+

•

Best Practice Consulting. Assess current workflows and receive customized recommendations and
best practices to improve eDiscovery quality, speed, and efficiency.

Dedicated software and
database engineering and

Managed Services for Office 365 environments. Managed your O365-powered workflow with a

•

Training & Education. From team training sessions to best practice manuals or on-site, multi-day

QA team for patented and

engagements, we design training & education programs with the goal of significantly boosting

patent-pending solutions

collaboration, process improvement, and risk mitigation.

development

•

Be supported by a world class team. From experienced project managers to 24 / 7 / 365 network
operations teams, be supported by one of the largest legal consulting and service providers in the
world.
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